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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ABSTRACT
　Bottom sediments in the northwestern part of Tosa Bay, including some very shallow
parts of coastal areas of the bay, are described in this study. Bottom topography has
already been described (Mitsusio, 1985a, 1985b). Sandy sediments are distributed into
two major divisions, usually separated:( 1 ) the shallow area along the coast; ( 2 ) the
deeper portion of the bay floor below about 140 m depth. Muddy sediments are found gen-
erally between the two main sandy regimes.
Ｉ
INTRODUCTION
　The writer has been studying the bottom sediments which are distributed in the very
shallow parts of the Genkai-nada Sea, northern Kyushu, and in part l of this series,
he described the bottom sediments near Tsuyazaki, northwest of Fukuouka City (Mitsu-
sio, 1964; 1981). In parts 2 and 3，he clarified the characteristics of the sediment dis-
tributions off the Itoshima Peninsula, west of Fukuoka City (Mitsusio, 1965a；　1982；
1983). In part 4，the bottom sediment distribution and a companion malachological study
were made (Mitsusio, 1983), while in part 5，the submarine topography was described and
ａ submarine valley off Karatsu Bay was named, and the distribution of sediments in the
valley was also clarified｡
　As part 6，the submarine topography in the northwestern part of Tosa Bay was exami-
ned and the continental shelf including the bay floor was named.　In addition, Tsuruzu
Submarine Terrace was described and named (Mitsusio, 1985a; 1985b)｡
　In　the course of the Tosa Bay study, the writer will describe　the　characteristics　of
bottom sediments in the northwestern part of Tosa Bay and subsidiary small bays along
the coast of the bay「Fig」）｡
　As in the previous studies concerning bottom sediments in Tosa　Bay, the charts　of
the Japan Hydrographic Bureau (1949) first depicted the general character　of the　sea
floor.　Following　the　initial　work, the　Kochi　Prefecture　Fisheries　Station　surveyed
the shallower parts of the bay in ａ much more detailed fashion, including the Bungo and
Kii Straits during　the years　from　1958 ･t0　1972. Recently, the　Geological Survey　of
Japan surveyed the entire area in　1982 and　1983, and Okamura et ai (1985) discussed
some aspects of the muddy sediments.　Mitsusio (1985a) also showed the bottom sediment
characteristics of the northwestern portion of the bay. Tamai (1985) discussed the mud
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Figure】- Index map of Tosa Bay, south Shikokり, Japan. Symbols:　Ａ＝
　　　Ashizuri Point, M = Muroto Point.
contents of the sediments, especially focusing on the benthic animal communities. Also,
Ikehara and Okamura (1985) showed the entire sediment pattern.
＼ノー
Figure 2 － Series of continuous profiles of the northwestern part of Tosa
　　　　　Bay(after Mitsusio, 1985a;　1985b). Symbols:　T = Tsuruzu Submarine
　　　　　Terrace, TS = Tosa　Bay　Continental　Shelf　Plain, S = Continental
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　14Slope.
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n. OUTLINE　OF　THE　BOTTOM　SEDIMENT　DISTRIBUTION
　Ａ continuous series 6f bottom profiles of the northwestern part of Tosa Bay is shown
in Figure 2. The continental shelf is eχtensively displayed　in　the arc of the bay and
has been･named“ the Continental Shelf Terrace Plain of Tosa Bay ”(Mitsusio, 1985b).
Just adjacent to the coastline, another submarine terrace is developed and has been named
　“theTsuruzu Submarine Terrace ”with　a gradient of l゛ess than about l°. Continental
･slope in this area has an inclination of about 2°. Figure 3 shows the pattern of sand-
sandy mud-mud for this same area. An obvious zonal pattern can be seen in Figure 3.
Sandy sediments are distributed extensively along the coastline of the bay. The other area
of sandy sediments is found below ａ water depth of 140 m where we encounter the shelf edge,
the boundary between shelf and upper slope, indicating the position of an ancient shoreline
at low sea level (Figure 11).
Figure 3 － Distribution of bottom sediment types in the northwestern Tosa
　　　　Bay(after Mitsusio, 1985a). Symbols:　l = sand, 2ニsandy mud, 3 = mud,
　　　　Ｔ＝ＴｅｉPoint, Ｍ＝ＭｏｎｏｂｅRiver, K = Urado Bay ( Kochi　Port). U =
　　　　Urano-uchi　Bay, S=Susaki Bay (including Nomi　Bay), 0 = Okitsu-
　　　ura Bay, I= Ino-misaki Point.
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　Muddy sediments lie between the sandy zones, ａ面皿jdフis also found off Kochi Port,
Urado Bay.
　Wave base, ０ｒthe ｍｕd!ine,which indicates the lower limit of wave erosion, can be
found at depths of about 40 m to 60 m below present sea level. Hoshino (1958, 1985) dis-
cussed the depth of wave base around the Japanese Islands, and he noted that the depth
depended on the condition of the sea.　　　　　　.　　　　　　一
　Figure ４is an iso-value map of mud content modified after.Tamai (1985). The maximum
of 80％iS found to the north of Urado Bay, withへａｂＵ!l's-eyecontour. Minimal per-
centages of less than 10％ｍｕｄ content is founc!near Haりe Port, in the eastern part of
Tosa Bay. Also, 20% mud content is found in the‘油ａ!lowparts near the coastline of
Hane　Point　to　Shirono-hana　Point, west　of　Kochi City, and near　the　mouth　of the
Shimanto River and on to Ohtsusaki Point. Another area of 20％　mud　content　also
existsｉｎ･the deeper part of the middle eastern portion ＱｒＴやsaBay. The　50％　con-
tour trends from about the central area to the northern region, and then turns to the
west.　There it ｅχtendsto Shirano-hana Point. From therei　itpasses south along　the
coastline from Susaki Port to Ashizuri Point.
　These mud content isopleths lie nearly parallel to' the coastline from Ashizuri to Hane,
in the shape of an ｏχ-bow or wave shape.　　　　　　　　　　　へ
Figure 4 －Isopleths of mud content in pむrcent (やvised after Tamaki, 1985).
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　These trends of bottom sediment characteristics are nearly the same as ithose shown by
the Hydrographic Bureau, Japan Maritime Safety Board (1949), and also　resembles
the pattern shown by Ikehara and Okamura (1985) who reported mean diameters of the
bottom sediments using the Md (phi) classification｡
　The shallower parts of the Tosa Bay floor wUl be discussed later.
ffl. MINOR　DISTRIBUTIONAL　PATTERNS　OF　BOTTOM
　　　　　　　　　SEDIMENTS　IN　SMALL　BAYS
A. Okitsu-ura Bay
　The oceanographic and bottom sediments surveys were made by the writer in 1976 using
a small boat. Grain-size analysis was done using a T- 1 automatic size analyser which is
ａ design by Taira (1973). Fourteen samples were collected using an SK type snapper
and an Echmann-Berge dredge.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　。
　The size range of the analysed sediments are all coarse to fine sands. T･he distri-
bution pattern is shown in Figure 5. The mode, ０r the peak value of the size frequency
distribution, ranges from ２.0 t0 2.7 phi, and the minimum of 2.0 phi is found at the north-
eastern end of the bay. In contrast, the maximum modal diameter of 2.7 phi is about at
the center of the bay. All sample values are generally between ２.3 and 2.5 phi, which is
in the medium sand size range.　A11 samples are well sorted｡
　Figure　6　illustrates　the　distribution　of　bottom　sediments　collected　by　the　Kochi
Prefecture Fisheries Station. Acording to the figure, the sediments　vary　from　coarse
to fine sands. If we compare both distributions of Figures　５ and 6, it iS'‘ clear that
9E硲よ
Figure 5 －Distribution of modal diameters in bottom sediments collectedin
　　　Okitsu-ura Bay (phi scale).
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Figure 6 －Distribution of bottom sediments (revised after Kochi Prefecture
　　　Fisheries Station, 1972). Symbols:　R = rock, G = gravel, CS = coarse
　　　sand, FS=fine sand.
there　is　only　minimal　difference　between　them.　This　indicates　that　the　Fisheries
Station map is stilluseful for our discussion and study.
　The writer will now discuss the bottom sediment distribution off ，Kubokawa Town.
This area has already been discussed with regard to the submarine topography (Mitsusio,
1985a; 1985b).
B. Area off Kubokawa Town
　Figure 7 shows ａ continuous series of profiles off Kりbokawa. Town (Mitsusio, 1985b).
This is ａ　more detailed　scale　than　that　used　in Figure　2, and　the Continental Shelf
Terrace of Tosa Bay is　found　at the southeastern end of Figure 7. 1n the area shal-
lower　than　this　terrace, the　Kotsuruzu　ＳＵ!Dtnarine　Ｔｅｒrａce　is　developed ( Mitsusio,
1985b).
　Bottom sediments can be classified into　five types　in　this area. These are　rocky
bottom, gravel, coarse sand, finむsand, and mud (Figure 8). All of these except　the
muds contain shell fragments.
　Rocky bottom is found at the spurs of Shiwa-zaki Pりint (to the north) and Kanmuri-
saki Point （tｏ the south in Figure 8), which have b･een named earlier (Mistusio, 1985b).
The other area of rocky bottom is near the coastline, and also 1S found deeper to depths
of about 20 m below sea level (Figure 8）.　　　　，
　Coarse sand is the principal　material　widely distributed in　this area. These　always
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Figure 7 － Continuous　profiles off Kubokawa Town, showing characteristic
　　　topography (after Mitsusio, 1985b). Symbols:　T = Tsuruzu Submarine
　　　Terrace, TS = Tosa　Bay　Continetal　Shelf　Terrace　Plain, S = Shiwa
　　　-saki Spur, K = Kanmuri-saki Spur, si = Shiwa-saki Point, k = Kanmuri-
　　　saki Point.
include shell fragments.
　Fine sand, including　the rarer　medium　sand　areas, is　typically　only　found　off　Ko-
tsuruzu at depths of from ２０ｍ to 30 m.
　Mud, with scarce shell fragments, is distributed extensively off Kubokawa Town, where
the typical bottom depths are about 60 m.
　This pattern indicates thaレthe mudline exists in　this bay at depths of about 60 m･
Moreover, below this depth, the main shelf terrace of Tosa Bay is extensively developed.
In contrast, the Tsuruzu Submarine Terrace　is characterized mainly by very coarse sand,
and spurs of Kanmuri-saki and Shiwa-saki are characterized by rocky floors.
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Figure 8 －Distribution of bottom sediments off Kubokawa (revised after Kochi
　　　Prefecture Fisheries Station, 1972)｡･Symbols:　R = rock。G = gravel,
　　　CS = coarse sand, FS = fine　sand, M = mud:　si 7 Shiwa-saki　Point,
　　　k=Kanmuri-saki Point｡
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C. Susaki Bay
　Susaki Bay was surveyed by Kawasavya and the writer in 1966, with the members of the
Susaki High School Science Club.
・Figure ｇ has been revised after Kawasawa (1969), and includes Nomi Bay which　is
Figure 9 － Distribution of bottom sediments in Susaki Bay (including Nomi
　　　Bay), revised after Kawasawa (1969). Symbols:　C = coarse sand, IFS＝
　　　fine sand, Ｍ＝ｍｕd.
located at the bay-mouth of Susaki Ｂａy｡
　Muddy sediments are the common sediment type over much of Susaki Bay. In cont-
rast, sandy sediments with modal diameters of 2 t0 4 phi are found in the parts of Nomi
Bay shallower than 20 m. However, muddy sediments of about 4 t0 7 phi modal diameter
are found in the deepest part of Nomi Bay. Sandy sediments typically are found　at
the mouth of the Shinjo River which　flows　into　the　bay-mouth　area　of Susaki　Bay.
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D. Urano-uchi Bay
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The general distribution of bottom sediment types in this bay were shown by Mitsusio
(1979), and the most important areas where sandy sediments give way to muds, was also
Figure 10 －　Distribution of bottom sediments　in Urano-uchi　Bay ( after
　　　Mitsusio, 1979). Symbols Dots=sandy sediments,…
examined in detail by Mitsusio ｅ£al. (1980).　　　　・－　　－I
　Figure 10 shows the outline of the bottom sediment distribution. The sandy sediments
form about one-third of the bay floor from the bay-mouth to the west. Thus the transi-
tional zone is nearly at the line connecting Ohsaki and Tsuru-saki Points.
　Muddy sediments are widely distributed in the inner part of this bay, occupying about
two-thirds of the total bay floor. These muds derive from the bay-mouth area, from data
from　the palynological studies by Handa and Mitsusio (1978), and　Nakamura et　al.
(1972), and because there are no significant rivers which bring sediment into this　bay.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　W.CONCLUDING　REMARKS
　Examining the distribution of the bottom sediments in the northwestern part of Tosa
Bay at large scale, we see that sandy sediments are distributed in the shallower waters
on the Tsuruzu Submarine Terrace　(Mitsusio, 1985a), and another sandy area is found
on bay floors below depths of 140 m which correspond to the Wisconsin lowered sea level
(Wiirmian glacial age) (Figure 11). In contrast,･muddy sediments are　found　between
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Figure 11 －Sea level curve showing position versus time of various bottom
　　ｌdepths. Note that the time of formation of the Tosa Bay Continental
　　　ShelfPlain is about 20,000 yrs Before Present.
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these two main sandy zones where water depths are about 40 m or deeper, and which indi-
cates the position of the mudline or wave base for this area.
　At smaller scales, the distribution of bottom sediments in some smaller　bays in　the
large Tosa Bay have been examined.　In closed bays such as Urano-uchi and Susaki, the
degree of embayment has been defined as more　than 1.0 by Mitsusio (1966), and muds
occupy these floors. In contrast, open bays such as Nomi and Okitsu-ura, in which the
degree of embayment is less than 1.0,the floors are dominated by sandy sediments.
　These differences reflect the direct action of waves and tidal currents on the topog-
raphy｡
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